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by talking to parents about their role
and by providing lists of suggested
books to be used with the gifted
students.
SUMMARY

These suggested guidelines
should be seen as a beginning to
meeting the needs of the gifted
students in reading. The teacher
should feel free to expand on each
and use his/her own creativity in the
process. Each student has unique
abilities, strengths, and weaknesses.
Thus, what is appropriate for one

may not be for another. These suggestions should therefore be considered as a guide upon which to
build a challenging, inspmng
reading program for verbally gifted
students.

Labuda, Michael. (Ed.). Creative
reading for gifted learners: a design
for excellence. Newark: Interna-

tional Reading Asscociation, 1974.
Witty, Paul. (Ed.). Reading for the
gifted and the creative student.
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INVITING CHILDREN TO READ
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the School of Education, University of
North Carolina at Greensboro.
What actually happens when a
child learns to read? Although no
one knows the exact answer to this
question, there is a growing body of
research data that points to the
teacher-his or her attitudes, expectancies, and beliefs, reflected in
the invitations to learning the
teacher extends-that have a
significant influence in increasing
the probability that students will
learn in school.
Beyond the emerging research
evidence, there are countless anecdotal self-reports that describe the
impact of teachers on students. One
student wrote, "When I was in
elementary school I made up a fairy
tale and told it to my reading
teacher. She like it so much she had
me tell it to a tape recorder. Then
she typed it up and made it into a little book. She even put my book in
the school library for others to read.
That really made me feel good."
The above and similar reports · of
the impact of teacher behavior on
student self-concept and school
achievement can be found in almost
any classroom. They illstrate the
countless ways we as teachers contribute to the inviting, or disin-

viting, environment in which the
child lives, and which eventually
determines in large measure the
child's success or failure in reading.
The purpose of this article,
therefore, is to introduce the reader
to the world of invitations and to offer some ways to make reading more
inviting.
Although we sometimes discover
them the last, invitations are at the
very heart of education. These invitations are messages, formal and
informal, verbal and non-verbal,
that bid students to see themselves
as valuable, responsible, capable of
learning, and to behave accordingly. Invitations are manifestations of
the attitudes and expectancies held
by people in schools; they take
countless forms and are found in
every facet of school life. As
students receive, accept, and respond to these invitations, they move
toward becoming what they are
capable of being.
Now that we have been introduced to invitations, let us consider
some practical ways to make
reading programs more inviting.
1) Share names. A way to reduce
threat at the beginning of the year is
to epcourage students to learn more
about each other. To do this the
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teacher may ask students to tell the
others in the group about their
name. For example: "For whom
were you named?" "What does your
name mean?" "Does your name
seem to fit you?" "Do you like your
name?" "Have you ever been kidded about your name or had it
mispronounced?" "What do you like
to be called?" This simple icebreaker invites students to talk
about themselves in a nonthreatening manner. Of course,
once the teacher learns the name
that each student prefers, the
teacher should use that name at
every opportunity. Terms of endearment, such as "Honey" or
"Sweetheart" are not nearly as invi ting as one's very own name!
2) Let students know they're missed.
When a student is ill or misses class
for other reasons, a note or postcard
from the class may do wonders.
Such a message need be nothing
more than a piece of paper containing a brief , cheery note signed by
all the class members. In addition to
its thoughtfulness, it tells absent
students that they are part of "our"
class and are missed.
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3) Maintain a mail service. A real
mailbox somewhere in the
classroom enables students to send
notes to each other and to the
teacher. The teacher can use the
mailbox to communicate positive
messages to students. (To insure that
some students are not overlooked,
the teacher can keep a private roster
of student names to check off as
notes are sent.)
4) Arrange a pleasant atmosphere.
Classroom can be more inviting
physically. Displays, colors, and
posters can brighten the environment. Desks and chairs can be arranged so that all students feel included. An area rug can soften the
appearance of the entire room.
Rotation of seating, so that each
child has the opportunity to sit close
to the teacher, is also important
when working with young children.
5) Hang plants. Attractive hanging
baskets and exotic plants on stands
around the room develop a home atmosphere in the classroom.
Students may help care for them.
The plants can be changed frequently so that students feel involved and can benefit from a pleasant
environment for learning.
6) Keep a fresh environment. No
matter how attractive, room murals,
bulletin boards, decorations, student work, and related materials can
get stale. Change things regularly,
even the layout of the furniture. It is
a way to keep the teacher and
students fresh as well.
7) Prepare a Birthday Box. For the
busy teacher, a "Birthday Box" can
be prepared during the summer
months. The box contains small
wrapped gifts, nicely decorated.
The "Birthday Child" chooses a
wrapped gift for his or her own.
8) Use Opaque Power. Any drawing
or photograph, when placed on an
opaque projector, can be projected
and fill one entire side of a
classroom. Tape or tack large sheets
of white paper to the wall, aim the
projector,and have students with
magic markers trace the image.
When you remove the projector,
you will find that students have a
beautiful reproduction enlarged
and mounted on your classroom
wall. This is yet another way to make
your classroom continuously inviting.
9) Maintain a giveaway library.
Books are meant to be used and enjoyed. A way to encourage reading
is for the teacher to read an occaMany of the ideas in this article are
based on the book Inviting School

sional passage or brief section from
a favorite children's book, to present
the book to some student as a gilt.
Teachers may keep a fresh stock of
books on hand by visiting garage
sales, flea markets, and goodwill industries. It's worth the small cost for
a student to hear a teacher say,
"Here's a book I want you to have
and enjoy. I think it was written just
for you!"
10) Collect junk. While looking for
books at flea markets and garage
sales, also look for objects that can
be taken apart, put back together,
manipulated; things like broken
typewriters, clocks,and simple
mechanical devices. Puzzles,
games, toys, and gadgets can all be
used to encourage imagination and
invite learning. Old hats, masks,
uniforms, costumes, and other
clothes can be used for class plays,
dramatizations, and roleplaying activities. These activities have the
potential to improve reading skills
while inviting positive changes in
self-concept.
11) Use the newspaper. Watch the
newspaper for articles dealing with
students and families, their interests, and the course content.
Clipping newspaper articles and
sharing them with students-even
sending a holiday or other special
greeting to the class by placing a
classified ad in the local paper-can
be effective both as a means of expressing positive feelings and as a
way of encouraging student to read.
12) Try Author! Author! Have
students write stories about
themselves each week. Collect the
stories, allowing them from time to
time to add poetry, comics, drawings, or any other creative work.
Hardback covers for each book can
be made from cardboard or
laminated constructed paper. A
"Foreword" in each book can tell
about the "Author." These books
can be available on display in the
classroom, placed in the school
library for others to check out, or
taken home to present to parents or
friends as a gift. The process invites
reading and a special feeling of importance in students.
13) Send double-strength invitations. As nice as it is to receive kind
words directly, it's even nicer to
hear that kind words about yourself
have been expressed to others.
Rather than praising a student
directly, praising the student to
teachers, parents, or other students
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(when done sensitively) can be
highly effective, for the original
praise will reach the person with
double the impact.
14) Stretch minds. One of the best
ways to invite students to feel good
about themselves as learners is to
teach them something that others do
not know. This is particularly important when working with students
labeled "slow" and placed in
"special" classes or programs, In
vocabulary instruction, for example, the teacher may include a few
very difficult words such as, "proselytize," "proletariat," or "prolegomenon." Few things are more
enhancing to a student than to hold
special knowledge, particularly
when the student is trying
desperately to avoid the label "slow
learner," "retard," or "reading problem."
15) Celebrate life. Birthdays of
students, fellow teachers, staff, and
principal can be marked on a
private calendar in readiness for a
special greeting. (Even the
grouchiest principal will light upwhen he or she is given a surprise
birthday party.) And don't forget to
celebrate the appearance of a new
baby brother or sister or other
special event in the life of a student.
16) Invite yourself. The most important teaching machine in the world
is the teacher, so take care of
yourself; avoid drabness, live with a
flourish, be enthusiastic! Here are
some practical ways to "charge your
batteries": Visit a local museum, a
used bookstore a local library, a
yard sale, a flea market, or a travel
agency . . . (and load up with
brochures). Bake some bread, take
a nap, jog a mile, ride a bike, brew
some tea, throw a party, explore a
road, take in a movie, plant a
garden, start a hobby, talk with a
buddy. Take a few risks: accept new
people, celebrate your existence,
show some affection, enjoy your
strengths, meditate in stillness, show
your humanness. Remember, when
you invite yourself, it is much easier
to invite others.
The above list of suggestions only
scratches the surface of the many
ways teachers can invite each student to the celebration of his or her
limitless potential.
The more unique and creative we
are as teachers, the more unique
and creative our invitations to
reading will be. Each one counts, so
keep inviting!
Belmont, California, 1978.

